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Workshop: "The last Century of the Achaemenid Empire: Decadence?". The question, whether the 
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main issues in the papers presented here. In treatises on the Persian Empire it is commonplace to assert 
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JAARGANG XLIV (1987) 
CORRIGENDUM 
This corrigendum is applicable in case the page numbered 29-30 does not have the words "Replacement pages for 
numbers 28:36" on top of the page. Some mistakes have been made affecting numbers 28-36, which cannot be read 
continuously in their numerical order. The article by J. C. Eyre, The Use of Data from Deir el-Medineh, should be read 
in the following order: 21-30, 35-36. The article by J. A. Black, Sumerian h a l a g Compositions, shoud be read as 
follows: 36, 33, 34, 31, 32, 37-79. The editors offer their apologies to the reader for the inconvenience caused by the 
disarrangement. 
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Helmut F R E Y D A N K , Hethitische R i t u a l e und Festbeschrei-
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DDR, Zentralinstitut für Geschichte und Archäologie, 
Akademie Verlag 1985 (34 cm., 12S., 50 Tafeln) = 
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This work is not the first volume of Hittite texts from 
Bogazköy-Hattusa which has been copied and published by 
Helmut Freydank; he is already known as a trustworthy 
copyist, having presented us with volumes 42 and 51 in the 
K U B series. He also belongs to the long chain of the 
scholars who have been Publishing cuneiform texts from 
Bogazköy since 1916, one of the most difficult, thankless, 
but fundamental Jobs for Hittitology. 
We are gratified once again to note that Hittitology is not 
a static discipline, that not only do we find new and unique 
texts among the older unpublished tablets in the museum 
collections, but also we see that every new season of excava-
tion work at Bogazköy and at some other sites brings to 
light new texts with new context. The most striking 
examples of new texts from Bogazköy are the recently 
discovered Hurro-Hittite bilinguals and the new version of a 
treaty with Kurunta of Tarhuntassa inscribed on a bronze 
tablet. 
The volume under review here contains Hittite magical 
rituals and festival descriptions, two well known genres of 
texts in the Hittite corpus which have, until recent times, 
enjoyed the reputation of being too repetitious, monotonous 
and therefore somewhat lacking in interest. We are glad, 
therefore, that the present collection of texts includes several 
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which certainly help to dispel this prejudice, because, as we 
shall see below, they are extremely interesting and indeed 
contribute significantly to our understanding of Hittite lexi-
cography, cult and religion. 
In the course of the planned publication of all Bogazköy 
texts from the excavations of H. Winckler and T. Macridy 
Bey still kept in Berlin, which ought to be returned to 
Turkey, the 67 texts contained in this volume were chosen 
from tablets numbered between Bo 1900 and 2500. Unfortu-
nately most of them are fragmentary. 
In what follows I will give some comments and ideas on 
the individual texts and their context. I am grateful to the 
staff of the Hittite Dictionary Project at the Oriental Insti-
tute, the University of Chicago, especially Professors Harry 
A. Hoffner and Hans G. Güterbock, who have read the 
manuscript and given valuable comments. In reviewing this 
volume I was also able, with the kind permission of 
H. A. Hoffner, to use the files of the Chicago Dictionary 
Project, which is supported in part by a grant from the 
National Endowment for the Humanities. My thanks are 
also due to my colleagues R. H. Beal, G. McMahon and 
M . Schroeder from the Dictionary Project who have read 
the manuscript critically. 
No. 1 — This text from the 13th Century B.C. is described 
in the Inhaltsübersicht as "Aufstellung über die Vernachläs-
sigung kultischer Feste", a designation which does not quite 
reflect the true nature of the text. Rather it should be called 
"a written report of a dignitary (or more probably an oracle 
priest) on the (cultic) negligence (wasku-, obv. i 10, 12, (21), 
ii 2, rev. iii 1, 5, 9, 10, 11) which has resulted in the Omission 
of some festivals for certain deities and the failure to supply 
ingredients which are necessary for the celebration of these 
festivals" (cf. A. Ünal, Theth. 6, 1978, 17ff.). These omis-
sions are listed in a set format in each paragraph and 
formulated as oracle questions, ready to be put as such to 
oracle priests to determine if these wasku-s really are the 
exact reasons for the divine anger. It is for this reason that 
at the end of each paragraph enough space is left for 
describing the oracular results or decisions. Actually we 
know of similar tablets with such Spaces (Ünal - A. Kam-
menhuber, K Z 88, 1974, 166 w. n. 20) as well as some other 
examples on which supplementary oracle results have been 
incised; but, since the clay of the tablet had dried and 
become hard in the meantime, these additional cuneiform 
signs show very imprecise and shallowly incised shapes 
which can be verified from the actual tablets and can be seen 
easily even in the hand copies in the lightly drawn signs of 
A. Walther's publications (KBo 18.142; 147; K U B 16.51 
rev?; K U B 22.28; 37 rev.; 56, cf. Ünal - Kammenhuber, 
I. e.). 
Surprisingly, aecording to rev. iii 1-4 the resettled civilian 
captives (Hittite a r n u w a l a - , L Ü M E S N A M . R A ) are seemingly 
held responsible for the celebration of the Festival of the 
Month for the 12th month and another festival, called 
"Great Festival", which is to be performed in the autumn. 
These festivals are celebrated for the god of a city called 
Anzipa (The line needs an emendation: S A D I N G I R < U M > 
URV Anzipa waskus; H . G . Güterbock suggests the reading 
D U R U - a n z i p a , i.e. *DHappir anzipa "the deified city", in which 
case it would be difficult to explain the funetion of preceding 
S A ) ; unfortunately we do not know exactly if this deity is a 
major or minor one. The only other deity attested so far for 
this town is a local Storm God (VBoT 83 rev. 8). Regard-
less, however, of the position of this deity within the Hittite 
pantheon, this passage sheds new light on the social Status 
of these serfs in Hittite society. Unfortunately we can not 
say exactly if this responsibility implies an improvement of 
their Status, i.e. a kind of naturalization and Integration in 
the society. However we shouldn't forget that the celebra-
tion of festivals could be, in some cases, a heavy duty 
demanding the work of the slaves; cf. the involvement of 
"prisoners (of war)" ( t 0 M E $ A - r s r R U 4 , rev. iv 8-9, reading 
aecording to H . G . Güterbock; my reading was L Ü M E § arai) 
in celebrating of Festival of the Month, which would Sup-
port this view. 
In rev. iv 10 the villages around Mount Tippuwa (G. F. 
del Monte - J. Tischler, R G T C 6, 1978, 427f.), mentioned as 
being responsible for celebrating the festival of the Moun-
tain, in the spring, are not mentioned by name anywhere 
eise. This mountain, together with the homophonous town, 
is, aecording to KBo 10.20 i 19ff., in the vicinity of Hattusa 
and can, therefore, be identified with Ibikgam, the only 
mountain in the area of Hattusa, some 4 miles south of it. 
E Z E N katta(n) hamenk- (rev. iv 15) means with a D N in 
dative "to schedule, to fix, to arrange (a festival) for a 
deity", cf. KBo 13.231 rev.? 1-13; KBo 26.183 iii? 4-7; 
KUB 32.133 i 5; KUB 38.23 obv. 6; KUB 38.26 obv. 21; 
KUB 38.32 obv. 6f., rev. 21. Hoffner, however, points out 
A. Archi, UF 5 (1973) 18 w. n. 18 ("ä lui (le dieux) sont 
attribuee deux (fetes") and prefers the translation "to attach 
(a festival) to a deity, to assign, to give (a festival) to a 
deity". 
No. 2 — In the Inhaltsübersicht only the rev. is noted as 
being a duplicate to K U B 20.54 + KBo 13.122, which was 
cited already by H. Otten and E. Neu, I F 11 (1972) 182 
(CTH 670, 744). In fact obv. 5-7 is dupl. to K U B 20.54 + : 
1-3 as well. For ablauting he-e-es (obv. 5), imper. sg. 2 of 
has- "to open", the most common form of which is has, cf. 
KBo 18.48 obv. 17. 
No. 3 — This small piece is part of a magical ritual. This 
is evident from a comparison of obv. 9-12 with the ritual of 
Hepattaraki, K U B 24.14 i 11 ff. (CTH 397): nu anniskimi 
kuin UKÜ-fl« nu = ssi=ssan Z A G - z a u z u Z A G . U D U - a z 1 senan 
tehhi G V B - a n z i = y a = ssi= ssan 1 senan tehhi. 
No. 4 — The role of ABI D U T U 5 / (fines 4, 6) in this 
fragmentary festival text is obscure, but cf. K U B 25.22 obv. 
ii 13. Hoffner notes A B l D U T U 5 / also in the following festivals 
and inventories of sanetuaries: KBo 4.13 iv 7; KBo 17.75 i 
68; K U B 42.100 iv 15; IBoT 2.131 obv. 19. 
No. 5 — Cf. now H. Freydank, O L Z 80 (1985) 250. It 
must be noted that this large fragment of a festival text 
belongs to the "Festival of Haste" ( E Z E N nuntariyashas), 
and was classified as such already by E. Laroche, RHÄ 30 
(1972) 115 under C T H 626 i 4; cf. now Ph.H.J. Houwink 
ten Cate, Kanissuwar ( F s . Güterbock2 1986) 95 n. 3, 99f. 
w. n. 14. From a total of 22 days of this festival only 15 
days are preserved on the tablet; obv? i includes days 8-12 
(cf. KBo 14.76, days 8-11, which curiously are not identical 
with our text). It is striking too that days 15-16, described 
in KUB 10.48 (+ 34/t + KBo 3.25) ii 15-23 (H. Otten -
C. Rüster, Z A 64, 1974, 246), are also not identical with 
K U B 55.5 rev. 1-7. On the divergences H . G . Güterbock 
remarks that different outline tablets might have numbered 
the days differently. K U B 55.5 i lOff. runs parallel to K U B 
10.48 + ii 1-5, i.e. the 12th day. Days 13-14 may be 
preserved with little context in rev? iii, because rev? iv 3 
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ends with the 15th day and continues until the 22nd day (iv 
29). IBoT 2.8 rev. iv 1-8 and K U B 25.27 iii 6-16 ( E Z E N 
SAG.US) are parallel to rev? iv 1-10, while K U B 51.15 rev. 2-
12parallels rev? iv 8-18. 
If the king is at Hattusa on the 12th day (aecording to 
KBo 14.76 obv. i 12ff. on the lOth and 1 Ith days he is in the 
temple of Ziparwa, but in which town?), obv? i 10-12 could 
be taken as evidence for the existence of a city gate in 
Hattusa named after the famous cult city Zippalanda which 
is attested also in KBo 22.209 obv. 1 (on the other city gates 
in Hattusa named after places see H W 2 sub aska-; A. Ünal, 
Fs.AT. Bittel 1983, 527ff.; J. Börker-Klähn, ibid. pp.83): (10) 
lukkattimakan LUGAL-ws kattfa uizzi?J(\ 1) fnu ISTJUKÄ.GAL 
URUZippallanda paizzi] (12) [nas INA U R U Harrjanassi paizzi 
"Next day the king [comes] down [and he goes fro]m the 
Zippala[nda] - gate. (From there) he goes to [Harr]anassi". 
The text may, however, be interpreted differently, namely: 
that "the king [goes] down [fro]m (any city) gate to Zippa-
la[nda]"; but in the last case we would expect ANA or INA 
before U R L ] Z i p p a l a n d a . 
For E Z E N G I S TIR (rev? iv 13) cf. K U B 37.15 iv 23; K U B 
38.12 i 21 and the parallel passage in K U B 51.15 rev. 6, and 
for the importance of this "Forest festival" in the ecology of 
Ancient Asia Minor cf. Ünal, Or. 54 (1985) 423ff. w. nn. 
14ff. 
Very important for the meaning of the pseudo-Sumerian 
or Sumero-Akkadian word LlbME^QATTARUTTi(rev. iv 8) is 
its correspondence with L ü M E § G A D . T A R in the duplicate text 
KUB 25.27 iii 14. On the other hand we know from the 
vocabulary text KBo 1.30 rev. 9 that the Hittite equivalence 
of L °GAD.TAR is dampupis ( M S L 12:214f.). As a result we 
now have the equivalence (Sum.) L Ü G A D . T A R = (Akk.) 
N U V and QADARUTTU = (Hatt.) tashawadun tanisawe (KBo 
5.11 i 17) = (Hitt.) dampupi-. For Hittite dampupi- the 
meaning "minderwertig, gemein; barbarisch" { H W p. 208) 
has been suggested. For L Ü M E S G A D . T A R "profani (i.e. 
layman)" (A. Archi, OA 12, 1973, 221), "sarto??? (i.e. 
tailor)" (F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, professioni e dignitä 
1982, 53f.), "temple personnel" { C A D Q 45 f.) and "bar-
barians" (S. Kosak, T H e t h . 10, 1982, 254) have been pro-
posed. R . H . Beal points out that KBo 5.11 is a list of 
professions, and therefore "tailor" would fit the context 
better than "barbarian" {The Organization of the H i t t i t e 
M i l i t a r y , Diss. Chicago, 1986). We now can attribute one of 
these meanings of dampupi- to the hapax qadaruttu, which is 
cited from this text in C A D Q 45 f. with the notation 
"meaning unknown" aecording to a communication of 
H. G. Güterbock, thus enabling Hittitology to make a 
modest contribution to Babylonian lexicography. M . Civil 
confirms, however, that there is no evidence as to what 
G A D . T A R means in Sumerian. Hoffner remarks that the list 
in KBo 5.11 includes funetionaries of many types, not only 
"professions", and, therefore the choice need not be between 
"tailor" and "barbarian". 
No. 6 — Obv. ii 5 read D Z i f t h a r i y a . The rare spelling 
VRVNe-ra-ak in rev. iii 3 has already been attested in KBo 
20.35:6; K U B 10.35:1; K U B 28.73:5, G . F . del Monte -
J. Tischler, R G T C 6 (1978) 287. 
No. 7 — On the basis of rev. 3, 6, 7 this text can probably 
be classified as a S A L § U . G I ritual. Read obv. 10 [ D U G p a - a h -
h u - n j a - a l - l i and the mutilated signs in rev. 6 §AH.T[UR. 
No. 9 — A Sammeltafel containing two magical rituals 
including in lines 1-2 the colophon of the first ritual and, 
after a double line, the beginning of a new l ü M U S E N . D Ü 
ritual, which could partly be restored as follows: [ U M M A P N 
...] L 0 M U § E N . D Ü U [ R U . . . . man S A E R I N . M E S h i n k a j n kisarfi 
etc.; it is evident that it belongs to the group of rituals 
against an epidemic within the army, K U B 7.54 i lff. (CTH 
425); K U B 7.54 iii 7-9 with its duplicate Bo 1676 + K U B 
46.59 + K U B 54.65 obv. ii 7-8 (CTH 425, see H. Otten - C. 
Rüster, Z A 72, 1982, 139f.; H. Klengel, A o F 11, 1984, 
174f.); which are also preserved on a Sammeltafel. H . G . 
Güterbock notes further Sammeltafeln which contain the 
rituals of Ashella (CTH 394). Uhhamuwa (CTH 410) and 
Zarpiya (CTH 757); the few lines which are preserved on 
K U B 55.9 do not, unfortunately, fit exactly any of these 
rituals. Hoffner notes, however, that with the exception of 
L 0 M U S E N . D Ü for expected L ° I G I . D Ü in line 3 the corre-
spondence with K U B 7.54 i 1-6 is exaet. 
No. 10 — Parallels the festival of enthronement (CTH 
659). The lacunae of obv. 1 ff. can be partly restored from 
K U B 12.54 rev. lff. and K U B 10.45 rev. iii 23ff. (H.M. 
Kümmel, StBoT3, 1967, 46) as follows: 
1 [mahhanmazakan S A L . L U G A L ] A N A G L S S Ü . A S A L . L U G A L ^ 
T[lesar]i 
2 [ L U G A L - m a z a k a n A N A G I § SÜ.A L U G A L * 7 7 7 7 / esari 
3 [ L Ü . M E S
 G 1 ^ S ü . A . H l . A ? sajnhanzi 
For G E S T Ü . H I . A - S Ü S l G 5 - y a - t a ( ! ) - r i , i.e. lazziya- (obv. 4) 
cf. KUB 25.15 rev. 24 with duplicate HT 34 obv! 3. 
No. 11 — On the basis of the occurrence of L Ü M E §//?w-
rapsefs, left edge 2, this text can be attributed to the 
(h)isuwa- festival, C T H 628. On the other hand Hoffner 
notes that the occurence of purapsi- indicates only Hurrian-
Kizzuwatnean influence, but not that the text necessarily 
belongs to the (h)isuwa- festival; he prefers, therefore, to 
relate this text to C T H 479 or a very similar ritual. 
No. 12 — This fragment obviously belongs to the A N . 
T A H . S U M festival; cf. K U B 54.71 which uses NlNDAdanna- and 
NlNDAharzazu- in similar context which mentions D U T U 5 / in 
line 3, as is seen here ii? 10. For iii? 3ff. cf. KBo 4.13 ii 12, 
iv 16 which mentions, as in this text, 1 mhiDAdannas A N A 
D H a p a n t a l i y a , D L A M M A V R Ö H a t t i . On the basis of this close 
similarity, K U B 54.71 and K U B 55.12 might belong to the 
same tablet. Mechanical join must be tried in Berlin 
Museum, rev. iii? 9-14 can be restored from K U B 51.2 obv. 
13-18, possibly another fragment of the A N . T A H . S U M festi-
val: (9) [ U G U L A L ] Ü M E S M U H A L D I M N1NDAharzazun (10) 
[LUGAL-z] para epzi (11) [ L U G A L - w i QJATAMdai (12) [ U G U L A 
L Ü . M E S m u h a l d i m ;yj(?) ^^harzazun (13) [istanani piran] 
dai (14) [1 NlNDAharzazuJn G , S D A G - / / [dai]. 
Read obv? ii 2 NmDAse-e-n[u?-us, and restore obv? ii 8-9 
aecording to K U B 11.35 ii 12-13: (8) [.. NmDAdannJasma 
parsiya [ ] (9) [ta = at] mNDAharzazuta iyanfzij, cf. also 
K U B 25.18 iii 7 and many other passages in the A N . 
T A H . S U M festival, cf. H . A . Hoffner, A l H e t h (1974) 157f. 
Rev? iii 4 is certainly to be read A-NA D K a r - z [ i and must 
be added to the index, since Karzi regularly precedes H a b a n -
taliya; cf. the list of divinities in K U B 21.1 + rev. 10-11 and 
KBo 4.10 obv. 54. 
Read obv? ii 10f.: [ E G l ] R - $ u - m a k a n DmuSlmT[uthaliyas] 
L U G A L . G A L U R . S A G and add this PN to the index. Tuthaliya 
IV is attested with his füll title in the following religious 
texts: KBo 12.57 rev? 4; KBo 20.90:1; K U B 2.1 iii 23f., vi 
5; KUB 13.32 obv. 8; KUB 20.42 i lf.; K U B 20.50 + K U B 
25.19 rev. 30f.; K U B 25.18 iii 9f.; K U B 25.20 + K U B 
46.23 rev.? 15f.; K U B 25.24. obv. ii 7. Among all these 
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attestations attention must be paid in this context to KUB 
25.18 iii 7-10 when it gives an important hint regarding 
some minor modifications of the A N . T A H . S U M festival: (7) 2 
NWDAdannasma ™DAharzazuta iyanzi (8) N I N D A dannasma 
analaz (9) ÜL essta D\JT\JSl-atkan (10) mTuthaliyas L U G A L . 
G A L dais. This passage evinces that Tuthaliya IV introduced 
danna-bread into the A N . T A H . S U M festival, allowing us to 
theorize that all A N . T A H . S U M texts mentioning this bread are 
to be dated to his reign or later; cf. H . G . Güterbock, in 
Vorwort to K U B 25 sub Gruppe iii. 
No 13. — This fragment is a piece of the K i . L A M festival 
and contains its colophon in rev. 3-6. Palluwara-ziti is 
attested as scribe in the following texts: KBo 30.15 iv? lff.; 
KUB 41.26 rev. iv 26ff. + K U B 20.29:1 ff.; K U B 44.24 rev. 
iv 4fT.; K U B 51.77 rev. 4-7; 162/r rev. iv 26; Bo 6780 rev. 
lff.; Izmir 1274 colophon; see I. Singer, StBoT 27 (1983) 
41 f.; idem StBoT 28 (1984) 75f.; L . M . Mascheroni, H e t h i -
tica 5 (1983) 97. KBo 30.15 iv? lff., which, besides Izmir 
1274, reveals the closest resemblance to our text and reads 
as follows: (1) [DUB.X.KJAM (2) [SA E Z E N K]I.LAM SAG.US (3) 
[istajrniyas (4) [EGIR-a/w tarnumasj (5) [ANA] G L S HUR-foi« 
handa[n] (6) [ m P i ] h a - U R . M A H DUB.SAR.GlS (7) [ m P a l ] l u -
wa<ra>-ZA DUB.SAR [iSTURJ. 
No. 14 — Most probably a cult inventory (see in general 
C. Carter, H i t t i t e Cult Inventories, Diss. Chicago, 1962, 
5lff.; L. Jakob-Rost, M I O 9, 1963, 182ff.) rather than 
"Festbeschreibung", including ingredients for different festi-
vals in honor of various deities: obv. 1-10 the name of the 
deity is not preserved; obv. 11-16 Spring Festival ( T E S l ) for 
Suenta, whose name can be restored in 395/w rev. iv 8, D$u-
ü[-; rev. 1-5 divine name is not preserved; rev. 6-19 Autumn 
Festival for the Storm God of Hasuna. Obv. 6f. and rev. 9f. 
shows the king involved in the cultic innovations reminding 
one again of the cult reforms of Tuthaliya IV (CTH 501 ff., 
esp. 525, 530). For d U T U 5 / ME-is "His Majesty had insti-
tuted (this)", cf. KBo 11.1 passim. 
No. 15 — Also a cult inventory rather than "Festbeschrei-
bung". Obv. ii 4-10 and rev. iii 3-8 are parallel to each other. 
Gl$huwarmis in obv. ii 1 and rev. iii 1 is certainly identical 
with Gl$huwarpis KBo 21.16 rev. 4 (a medical text which is 
cited already by H. Ertem, F l o r a 1974, 127 as 223/g.); on 
the basis of the verb hazzasikandu, i.e. iter. - dur. of hazzik-
"to play (a musical instrument)" (KUB 55.15 obv. ii 1) and 
walh- (KBo 21.16 rev. 4), it is possible that it denotes a 
plucked string instrument. On the other hand, Hoffner does 
not see any reason to play a musical instrument in a medical 
text such as KBo 21.16; he points to the ... ] G l R - y a in the 
same line and that huwarpis looks like to be nom. sg. with 
its trans. verb G U L - a h - z [ i . Therefore he rejects the connec-
tion between these two words and translates the passage 
"Let them cut switches(?)/branches(?) [in] Mt. Kammahu". 
The usual form of the verb hazzik- would be hazziskandu. 
»URSAGKammahu (obv. ii 1, 4) is a hapax. L ü ^walwala-, 
occuring, as usual, together with SALME*hazgara- (rev. iii 7), 
must be added to the list of F. Pecchioli Daddi, Mestieri, 
professioni e dignitä (1982); they are already attested in 
K U B 12.2 i 4 and 1461/u obv. ii 3. H. Otten showed, in W O 
5 (1969) 95f., convincing reasons fpr understanding L Ü M E § 
walwala- as the Hittite reading of L ü M E S U R . M A H "Hon", cf. 
also Ünal, R I A s.v. Löwe. 
No. 16 — Probably a festival text for Inara, cf. obv. 6 
D I n a r a s h a l u k f a n tarnazi], like KBo 20.14 + KBo 25.33 obv. 
i 10; KBo 25.31 obv. ii 13, 15 rev. iii 2, 6. Obv. 9ff. can be 
compared with KBo 20.88 rev. iv? 6ff., and accordingly 
must be read: (9) L ° N A R D I n a r a (10) LUGAL-was piran 
[huyanza LVGAL-usJ (11) D I n a r a s parnfa paizzi], cf. also KBo 
22.189 obv. ii 8. Add to the index DTu-ha-a-sa-i[l, rev. 10 
and cf. KBo 10.19:6; KUB 11.34 v 38. 
It is striking that the colophon identifies the text as the 
2Ist tablet of a festival series; the largest number attested so 
far for a festival text. The 32nd tablet for E Z E N purulliyas is 
attested only in the shelf list K U B 30.42 obv. 5, C T H p. 162. 
Another highest attested number is DUB.XXII.KAM in KBo 
21.43 rev. iv 5 (CTH 776), but this is a SISKUR itkalziya. The 
next highest number, XIV, is attested for SISKUR itgahiyas, 
KBo 20.130 rev. 13 and the Tale of Kessi KUB 47.20"right 
edge line 1 (H. Ehelolf, KIF 1, 1930, 148 n. 2; H . G . 
Güterbock, Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft I , 
1978, 240 w. n. 69); DUB.XI .KAM is attested for E Z E N 
K i . L A M , KBo 10.26 vi 1, and E Z E N (h)isuwas, KUB 30.40 
rev. 8. Hoffner cites DUB.80l.KAM for a magic ritual in 
catalogue text KBo 22.102 rev. 6; he is right, however, to 
think that it might be a mistake for 20! 
No. 18 — This text, which deals with offerings to Hattic 
deities, has been treated already by A. Kammenhuber, M a t . 
heth. Thes. 7 (1976) 371 as Bo 2310. It is new for Hittite 
cultic procedure that somebody "drinks" or "gives to drink" 
to the gods and {-yd) the king's name: E G l R - a n d a m a D T a r u 
DHasgala [ ] S A L U G A L - ^ a SUM-St/ I S T U G A L GIR4 ekuzi 
(obv. ii 2-3, similar ii 13-15) and nu L U S A N G A DKammamma 
DHasgala S A LUGAL-j>a S U M - & / G V B - a s I S T U B I B R I K[Ü.BAB-
BAR/GUSKIN] Ä M U S E N <akuwanna> piyanzi (obv. ii 6-9). 
These passages can, aecording to the suggestions of H. G. 
Güterbock and H . A . Hoffner, be interpreted as follows: 
"Afterwards by means of an earthen cup he drinks (to) the 
gods N N and (-yd) the name of the king" (obv. ii 2-3), and 
"They give to the priest a s[ilver/golden] rhyton in the shape 
of an eagle so that, by means of that rhyton, he may drink 
standing (to) the deities N N and the king's name" (obv. ii 6-
9). Cf. L U G A L - a s / h a s s u w a s lamni sipanti "He offers to the 
name of the king"~KBo 13.165 ii 7 and K U B 30.41 iv 5, 18 
and ANA SUM-A// L U G A L "on/at the name of the king" 
(CHD 3/1:31). Against my earlier premise that here the 
action of drinking could have been undertaken by some-
body "in the name of the king", i.e. by proxy, H . G . 
Güterbock and H . A . Hoffner demured; Güterbock suggests 
that the name of the ineumbent king, endowed with a 
numinous quality, could have been treated like a god and 
therefore is to be taken each time when this drinking 
ceremony takes place. The only reason of my petitio princi-
pii insisting on this translation was, confessedly, that I could 
not imagine how "(to) the name of the king" can be drunk. 
In obv. ii 8f. the nomen materiae between Ä m u S e n and B I B R U 
is unusual. The remaining examples show clearly B I B R U -f 
animal name + material. 
No. 19 — Possibly an en treaty to the Sun of God Heaven 
( D U T U S A M E , lines 12, 13). It sheds new light on the well 
known Hittite principle of do ut des: ... ]x ki SISKURpier nu 
D U T U [ S A M E k ] i SISKUR daddu "They have given this 
sacrifice to the Sun God of Heaven. Let the Sun God [of 
Heaven] take this offering" (and let him, in return, grant 
some particular favor). Similar Statements occur in KBo 
12.96 iv 11-12; KBo 13.159:8; KBo 17.105 iii 16 and C T H 
395, see fortheoming Ünal, The R i t u a l of Hantitassu ( C T H 
3 9 5 ) . 
No. 20 — Joins at the beginning of the tablet with K U B 
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9.4 + Bo 7125 (CTH 760) and belongs to the group of texts 
involving the curing of 12 body parts, cf. S. Alp, Anatolia 2 
(1957) 36ff.; V. Haas, Or. 40 (1971) 410ff.; L. Wegner, 
M D O G 113 (1981) 112ff. and for a new arrangement of 
C T H 760 see P. Taracha, A o F 12 (1985) 282. 
No. 21 — A special kind of ritual for a priest of the Sun 
God ( L °SANGA), who makes offerings in his own house 
(obv. 3ff.). For obv. i 5-10 cf. K U B 11.30 + iii 7ff., 15ff. 
After a long gap he reappears in rev. vi 1-5. This passage 
includes, as a part of the ritual treatment, the unique 
Statement that the same priest is to be stretched out on a 
bed in the courtyard: (1) ANA G l S N Ä L Ü S A N G A taknas D U T U -
as (2) E h i l i isparranzi (3) nas apiya seskeskizzij (4) [ i j s h i u l 
= ma = si ki fijsparumar siskiyauwar a - a - r [ a ] "They spread 
out (bedding) for the bed of the priest of the Sun God of the 
Earth in the courtyard and he sleeps there. This is an 
Obligation for him, (therefore) the [strjetching out on the 
bed and his sleeping there (in the courtyard) are permitted". 
It seems to me that it is his own quarters in which the first 
part of the ritual takes place (obv. 3ff.) and that these are 
part of the temple of the Sun God of the Earth (here only its 
courtyard is mentioned). If so this stipulation would only 
denote that he is allowed to use sanctuary as his sleeping 
quarters as well. Hoffner interprets this to mean that ordina-
rily the spreading a bed in the temple court was OL a - a - r a , 
but since in this case it is obligatory (ishul-) for the priest, it 
is therefore allowed. Cf. isparumar with isparriyauwar in the 
vocabulary KBo 1.42 v 4 and siskiyauwar with seskiyauwar 
in KBo 1.44 + KBo 13.1 i 42. 
No. 22 — The mentioning of the god Tappinu reminds 
one of some passages of the AN.TAH.SUM festival, cf. 
mainly KBo 4.13 v 26ff. 
No. 23 — The beginning of a magic ritual against a non-
specified evil (broken) which occurs in the inner Chamber 
(£.SÄ-m obv. 1); obv. 5 reveals a scapegoat. Hoffner notes 
the unpublished duplicate 516/z obv. 3-14, a ritual of [m ...-] 
iM-ta-pa-ad-du from Arzawa, H. Otten, Z A 63 (1973) 82. 
No. 24 — Cited already by S. Alp. Tempel (1983) 286ff.; 
cf. H. Freydank, O L Z 80 (1985) 250. This fragment is 
certainly the tablet of the ritual of Walkui, mentioned in the 
shelf list K U B 8.71: 24ff: "[If somebody] sees the Black 
Goddess (DINGIR.GE 6 ) in dream". What we learn from our 
text is, that she is like a woman below, while her head is 
"[like a] w o f l f s head]". The question is if this text describes 
her real appearance or in a dream. In line 11 perhaps the 
deity her para hafndantatarj. For lines 9-10 cf. KBo 22.222 
iii 101: MUSENJHI.A NI.TE-St/ nawi tiyafnzij. 
No. 27 — Read line 13 mPi-ha-A.A and cf. Pihamuwa 
(NH no. 964). 
No. 28 — This is a new foundation ritual and is the most 
interesting text of this volume, because it includes ritual 
acrobatics enacted by the architect ( L Ü N A G A R ) during the 
construction of a house. Since the text deserves an individ-
ual treatment, I plan to edit it under the title "A Hittite 
Architect Climbing the Rope up to the Ceiling and Down" 
and to include a discussion of related questions of Hittite 
architecture, athletics and acrobatics in Hittite texts. I there-
fore wish to confine myself here to a few basic remarks on 
the context of the text. As already noted by H. Otten, I M 
19/20 (1969/70[1971]) 88f. the small piece Bo 7740 joins this 
tablet (Cited also by M . Popko, Kultobjekte 1978, 40). I am 
grateful to Professor H. Klengel who, at my request, sent 
me a copy of this tiny fragment and allowed me to publish 
it. It makes up the upper edge of the tablet and completes 
the upper left corner of obv. ii and the lower left corner of 
rev. iii: 
K U B 55.28 + Bo 7740 obv. ii 1-6: 
1 E N tTf,M kuedani sarhuli] 
2 piran asejsanzfa ANA] 
3 sarhuli Ul hukanzi Z A G - n a z z [ i ] 
4 G V B - l a z z i y a kuis sarhulis 
5 nussan apedani 3 A$RA hukanfzi] 
6 h]uk]anzi—ma = ssan kuwapitta 1 U D U . 
Note that Bo 7740 changes the line numbering of the K U B 
55.28 fragment. 
Rev. iii joins the lower left edge (see below). In the 
following I would like to give only a transcription and 
translation aecording to my readings: 
1 num[a?hhan L Ü M E § . . . . ] 
2 GXHnn[assus h]ui[t?tiyanzi nu L ° N A G A R ] 
3 kuis fl'NAf?) EfIMwete[zzi] 
4 nu ishifmanajn apas arkiyaftta] 
5 naskan [is]hamannan(!) sara ifNA G , S ÜR(?)] 
6 2-$u pfaijzzi kattayaskan 2 [ - $ U paizzi] 
1 kuitma[n]an ishamanan ark[iyatta] 
8 L ° M E $ N A R - m a k a n hassan huwfanzi]/ 
9 INA 3 KAS[KAL]^ 7 [-raa sl]Gpiddula]n] 
10 t u h s a [ r ] i ( ! ) mahhanmakan L Ü N A G A R 
11 [Sl]Gfp]idulan t u h l a r i 
12 [Lüp]alwatallassa [[LÜ]] palwaizzi 
13 [TÜG-asj-makan kuis I S T U O I S Ü R katta [[[lG]\(l?)-zi]) 
(These two signs are erased) 
14 kankanza P A S U ! KÜ.BABBAR(!)-/ca« G i R KÜ[.BABBAR] 
15 kuedani ANA TÜG anda ishiyanza 
16 nasta apunna TÜG-an a r h a [tuhsari] 
17 nasta L U N A G A R ishamanaz 
18 katta uizzi nas ANA E N & T I M J 
19 [UfiKEN nu man INA £-§[(J paizzi] 
20 nuza G l $ P A $ U KÜ.B[ABBAR] 
21 L Ü N A G A R d[ai] (lower edge) 
[Hoffner takes LÜ before palwai- iii 12 as determinative on a 
verb, because it is the action of a L(ipalwatallas. Cf. Lvmiya-
huntess- and slGmiteski- and cf. E. Neu, StBoT 5 (1968) 142 
and C H D III/3 (1986) 304] 
"Wh[en the workmen h]a[ul] the be[ams] (up to the roof), 
[the architect] who builds [on the hou]se is the one who 
[shall] climb the r[op]e (up to the roof). He g[o]es up the 
[ro]pe t[o the ceiling?] twice and [he goes] down twice. While 
[he is] climb[ing] it, i.e. the rope, the singers r[un] around the 
hearth. The third time he (i.e. the architect) cu[t]s the sling. 
When the architect cuts the [s]ling, the applauder claps his 
hands. But (there is [a sash] (lit. cloth, stuff) which is 
hanging from the roof. In this sash are bound an axe of 
silver (and) a knife of si[lver]. Now that sash too [he cuts(?)] 
off. Then the architect comes down by the rope and bows to 
the owner of the house. When he [goes to h[is own] house, 
the architect t[akes] the axe of silver (and) knife of silver for 
himself (as his fee)". 
This passage, besides the unusual information about the 
abilities of the Hittite builders as rope climbers, now pro-
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vides the decisive evidence for the basic meaning of the verb 
ark- which has been discussed by many Hittitologists, espe-
cially in connection with an animal hartagga-, which most 
probably is to be identified now as a climbing animal such 
as the "bear" (texts and literature by A. Kammenhuber, 
H W 2 301 f.), giving us ishaman ark- "to climb the rope" (iii 
4, 7), and ishamanaz katta uwa- "to come down by the rope, 
to descend" (iii 17f) as its opposite. 
No. 29 — Probably belongs to the (h)isuwa festival, C T H 
628, because the temple of Nupatik (here line 8) is attested 
only in this festival; cf. KBo 20.114 + i 22ff., rev. v 5f., vi 
3, 6; K U B 20.49 i 6f. Aecording to these texts read line 7 
VRVPi?-pi-t[a, attested for the first time with determinative 
U R U , and add it to the index. Hoffner proposes to read 
VR[jx[-uJp-pi-ta. 
No. 30 — Might belong to Kizzuwatna rituals. 
No. 33 — Obv? ii? 5ff. reminds one of K U B 10.75 obv. ii 
6ff., Spring Festival (CTH 595); a join with the upper part 
of this tablet is even possible. 
No. 34 — Possibly belongs to the K I . L A M Festival, C T H 
627. Read line 9 fhalziy]a(?) was D l $ K V R , in to the colophon 
of this tablet. For this god cf. K U B 27.13 i 3. 
No. 35 — The preserved part probably includes the list of 
various materials or ingredients for a magical ritual. Obv. 6-
7 was treated by M . Poetto, A I O N (1979) 120. Some of the 
words occuring here are hapax legomena such as hatramel 
(obv. 5). NA4kapanku[(-) and sappu-, the meaning of which 
is given by Poetto, op. cit. p. 117 as "fronte, parte frontale, 
muso, zoecolo" (i.e. the forehand of a goat). Rev. 6 can be 
read V R V P i r - t i - n i ; for U D = pir in geographical names see 
Ünal, H i t i t Sarayindaki E n t r i k a l a r H a k k i n d a B i r F a l M e t n i 
(1983) 84. 
No. 36 — Reminds one of KBo 21.34 ii 38ff., C T H 699. 
No. 37 — Rev. iii? 12ff. obviously describes the burying 
and sealing of defiled cultic residues, or perhaps some other 
undesirable things, in the earth with an interdiction against 
becoming contaminated by them; cf. KBo 2.3 iv 10-13; KBo 
11.14 iv 19 with dupl. K U B 43.57 iv 16f., with alternating 
k i n u - "to break open" instead of ninink- "to disturb, to 
destroy", see Ünal, The R i t u a l of Hantitassa fortheoming). 
Rev. iii? 12 gives a new D N DÜ-da-na-du-wa. Because of the 
Position of -wa at the end of the sentence my emendation of 
the copy to appanzi D l N G l R < L / A / > or D I N G I R < M E S > udan-
du=wa seems to Hoffner improbable. 
No. 38 — Aecording to obv. i lff., a magical ritual. The 
first reason for the ritual is not preserved, except some 
traces: "[If a man] or woman 1 GIN [ ]"; but the second 
reason attests a well-known motif, namely a ritual before 
the beginning of a military expedition, cf. KBo 15.1 i lff. 
(CTH 407, H . M . Kümmel, StBoT 3, 1967, 112) and KUB 
4.1 obv. i lff. (CTH 422, E. von Schuler, Kaskäer 1965, 
168f.). The building of a magical gate out of reeds (obv. 
i 7, 8) reminds one of K U B 9.27 + K U B 7.8 obv. i 18 
(KÄ.GAL.HI.A™ S A GI.HI.A iyami; for further references see 
A. Kammenhuber, H I V 2 415). Aecording to obv. i 12f. 
some people "have put on red [garments]" and some any 
other person or the king himself "has put on [the crown] of 
the king": . . . ] - a s S A 5 T I M wassan h a r k a n z f i j [ harsanallin] 
SA L U G A L siyan harzi. For siya-jsai- in the sense of "put 
on" see A. Götze, N B r . (1930) 77 f. who cites as objects 
kariyuli-, kupahi-, TÜGkuressar and harsanalli-. The oiling of 
a Gl$huhupal- musical instrument and a horn is attested only 
here, obv. ii 8. Rev. iii reminds one of the Istanuwa ritual; 
especially the mentioning of sawitra-, L(jME$asusatala~, KBo 
4.11:22-23 and "to recite liturgically sacred words" (suppa 
uddar anda mema-, ibid. line 18) as here rev. iii 13f. The 
appearance of an animal name a l i y a ( n ) - in Luwian context 
together with the panther ( U G . T U R / P l R i G . T U R , cf. PIRIG-/« 
in iii 15) is of great interest (iii 9), since this animal is 
attested also in the new Hurro-Hittite bilingual mythological 
text from Bogazköy which suggests a bigger game with its 
skin and meat than a simple oracle bird (E. Neu thinks of 
"Reh, Elch", personal communication during the 32nd RAI 
1985 in Münster). 
No. 39 — Obv. i 11-14 translit. by H. Ehelolf, Z A 43/NF 
9 (1936) 189; obv. i 3-12 by E. Neu, StBoT 26 (1983) 366. 
No. 40 — "The residence of the daughter" ( E . D U M U . S A L 
line 9) appears mostly in cultic texts, primarily in the 
huwassana rituals (CTH 694). 
No. 43 — E U D U N "bakery" (rev. iii 31) attested only here. 
No. 45 — The granary or grain storage pit (ARÄH/ESÄG, 
for details see H . A . Hoffner, A l H e t h . 1974, 34ff.j is the 
center of this magic ritual. It delivers valuable additional 
information about the construetion of this strueture: nuza 
G l M - a n ESÄG.MES pattumanzi appanzi "As soon as they 
finish digging out the storage pit (into the earth)" (obv. ii 
3f., see par. KBo 21.5 rev. 2ff.); nankan S A L § U . G I taknas 
D U T U - / sipanti nankan ESÄG-wz kattanta hattanzi nukan eshar 
kattan tarnanzi "The old woman consecrates it (i.e. the 
sheep) to the Sun God of the Earth. They slaughter it down 
within the storage pit and its blood they let flow down" 
(obv. ii 5f., 8f.); ESÄG kuis G A M - a n a r h a paddanza "The 
storage pit which is dug out (into the earth)" (KUB 7.44 
obv. 7 with dupl. KBo 22.111 rev. iii 10); ESÄG paddanzi 
(KUB 43.49 rev? 37): K U B 46.46 + Bo 4171 i? 5f.: "Since 
the ... (subj. of the sentence in pl.) sit [below] in the storage 
pit, ... to take up from (its) floor" and finally K U B 17.18 iii 
18 shows the burying of a live billy-goat in the storage pits. 
We may also deduce that it was a big, spacious hole in the 
earth like the sacrificial holes (api-; how big and deep such a 
hole might be is shown by the use of a staircase in 295/w 
obv. 5-7, if this is, of course, not a model in miniature), cf. 
also ESÄG.HI.A kuesqa halus "deep grain pits" in K U B 31.71 
rev. iv 9. Thus we have to conclude that these holes were 
used in practice for the Stockpiling of grain. One wonders, 
however, how it was protected against humidity and insects. 
We know that in Turkey until recent times grain was, in 
some regions, stored in earthen pits lined with straw or 
chaff; the Hittites may have employed a similar system. 
Other, more elaborate types of granaries made of mudbrick 
walls or sometimes divided with wooden walls are known 
from the palace rooms at Ma§at (T. Özgüg, Excavations at 
Ma§at Höyük and Investigations in its Vicinity 1978, 56-57 
and PI. 33,4) and the pits at Alaca Höyük which have 
Square, rectangular or circular plans; their stone walls and 
floors are daubed with mud plaster (H.Z. Ko§ay, Alaca 
Höyük Excavations 1973, 58 and pl. X, 1-2). A second 
possibility is that huge earthen jars may have been placed in 
such holes and grain poured into them. We know these jars 
very well archaeologically f r o m the west part of the Great 
Temple at Bogazköy and f r o m Ma§at, and philologically 
they are well attested in the texts under the name of 
D { J G h a r s i ( y a l l i ) - . In this last case the frequent use of the verb 
k i n u - "to break open (a granary or such a pithos)" would 
refer to these jars (Hoffner, op. cit. 34). 
No. 48 — Add to the index of proper names mA-at-ta-a, 
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obv. i 14; for this name see K U B 31.44 i 9; KBo 17.104 ii 7; 
2029/g; he is obviously a prince under Arnuwanda - Asmuni-
kal, cf. Ünal, The R i t u a l of Hantitassu ( C T H 3 9 5 ) (forth-
coming)—]x gur-da-za in i 16 could be, aecording to a 
Suggestion of Hoffner, G1]Sgwr- or Egur-da-za; cf. G l S yURgwr-
da[-za..] and GX*gur-da-as, G. Beckman, S t B o T 2 9 (1983) 
162. 
No. 50 — The first 11 lines are a duplicate to K U B 29.1 
iii 10-20, but the last two Lines, 12-13, differ from it. C T H 
414 must be reconstrueted now as follows: 
A. K U B 29.1 
B. K U B 29.2 
C. K U B 29.3 
D. H T 38 
E. Giessen (ZA71:123f.) 
F. K U B 52.94 = A iii 49ff. 
G. K U B 55.50 = A iii lOff. 
H. Bo 5621 = A iv 8ff. 
I. Bo 3612 
No. 52 — Belongs to the nuntariyashas festival, C T H 
626, in which a BEL ETIM and a G A L DUB.SAR.GlS (obv. 1 ff.) 
are partieipating actively. For the spelling nuttariyashas cf. 
the adj. nuttariyas ( H W 152). 
No. 54 — Of great interest is the mention of members of 
a family, including the husband m D U T U - / * > a (i 13, 18, 19, 22, 
iii 7, 8, 9, iv 13, 16, 21), his wife f R u z i (i 14, 19, 23, 27, 
iii 8, iv 22) and their children (i 14, 20, iv 15, 23) all of 
whom are unfortunately attested only here. The soul (ZI) of 
m D V T \ J - l i y a , actually made of gold, is mentioned in iii 6 and 
iv 13 as being attached to the breast of his statue. This and 
the fact that all these persons reeeive sacrifices like deities or 
dead kings possibly suggests that all of them are dead 
persons. The interesting problem is how to explain the 
nature of the sacrifices which they reeeive here, and whether 
they were indeed members of the royal family or not. One of 
the most frequent sacrifices attested in connection with dead 
persons is the SISKUR m a n t a l l i y a - (A. Ünal, A n a t o l i a j Anado-
lu 19, 1980, 179ff.). Some other interesting questions result 
from this text, namely whether we may see here the practical 
application of the m a n t a l l i y a - sacrifice, and secondly what a 
"soul" made of gold looked like. As the text narrates it, it is 
washed and polished with oil and finally attached to the 
breast of the statue. As we well know from the Funeral 
Rituals the souls (ZI, Hittite i s t a n z a ( n a ) - ) of the dead 
persons reeeive libations of drink and food, but there they 
are never described as being represented by a metal object 
(A. Kammenhuber, Z A N F 22, 1964, 161). From the De-
scriptions of Statues of the Gods we learn that the gods held 
in their hands Symbols in the shape of a ZI made of gold 
(KUB 39.17 rev. iv 6, L. Jakob-Rost, M I O 8, 1963, 208f.). 
In these texts the ZI appears together with SIG 5 "well 
being" and TI "life" (E. Laroche, R A 43, 1949, 67f.; 
Kammenhuber, op. cit. pp. 161; Jacob-Rost, M I O 9, 1963, 
175 ff.). Fortunately we know from the Hittite hieroglyphic 
signs what a SIG 5 and TI might have looked like: SIG 5 is a 
" T R I A N G L E " and TI an " A N K H " (E. Laro-
che, H H I no. 370, 369). The only information which the 
texts give us in this respect is that a ZI is made of gold 
( G U S K I N , K U B 15.11 obv. ii 22; K U B 15.18 obv. ii 6; K U B 
15.19 obv? 13; Bo 2738 i 18, H. Otten, Z A 66, 1976, 25) and 
of silver (KÜ.BABBAR, K U B 7.37:7; K U B 15.1 ii 12, iii 3; 
K U B 15.15 rev. v 7). From K U B 15.19 obv? 13 we gain the 
important information that such a symbol made of gold was 
20 GIN, i.e. half a mana, which is approximately 180 grams, 
and therefore a big object. Another definite attestation of ZI 
in the texts can be seen in the oracle texts where the taking 
and placing of a ZI makes a substantial part of the lot 
oracle (cf. A. Ünal -A. Kammenhuber, K Z SS, 1974, 162). A 
last question is in order here: Does the fact that the ZI-
symbol is attached to the breast of the statue provide a clue 
to the "Sitz der Seele" in the human body, namely as being 
in the heart or even lungs? This question is discussed in 
detail by Kammenhuber in her above mentioned study. 
No. 57 — This is another interesting ritual; its subject is 
"a snake which intrudes into the house of the Old Woman". 
Actually we may have a reference to this ritual in a shelf list, 
K U B 8.70 ii 4-5: DUB.2 .KAM mä[n = sa t-ri S A S A L S U . G I ] 
MUS-as andfa paizzi]; cf. K U B 53.50 obv. i 4ff. The text is 
also important for the evidence it provides for the meaning 
of S u - T l (Hittite l a t t i - ) (obv. i 3, 5) of which C H D iii/1 
(1980) 49a writes: "Su-TUM in rituals and festivals occa-
sionally represents Hitt. aniyatt" citing Laroche and Otten. 
However, obv. i 5ff. shows it in another context: S u - T l - m a 
kissan d a h h i "I shall take as S u - T l the following (materials)", 
followed by a list of sacrificial animals (billy-goats, sheep), 
beverages (beer, wine, tawal-, w a l h i - ) , cereals, different kinds 
of breads and stones, also materia magicae; therefore the 
meaning "material, ritual ingredient, ration" would fit the 
context better and bring the word to the semantic field of 
"item" as given in C A D Q : \ 9 1 . The proper name f K u - u - p u -
r u ( ? ) (obv. i 1) could be identified with the Old Woman 
enacting this ritual. 
No. 59 — Possibly belongs to C T H 706. For the long list 
of goblets ( G A L ) cf. K U B 47.7 (CTH 705). Cf. the name of 
the scribe ™Te-hup-SES (left edge 2) with mTe-hu-up-se-na-as 
in a personal list (Bo 10417 = IBoT 4 rev. 15). 
No. 60 — This is a Sammeltafel and includes a second 
festival beginning with rev. iv 19 ff. 
No. 66 — The Hattic god Z a l i p u r a (here i 12, iv 6) is 
attested only in K U B 24.12 iii 2, 17 (CTH 448.5). 
Once again we are grateful to Herr Helmut Freydank for 
the publication of this interesting volume. We wish that he 
may make accessible to us similar texts in the future. As 
I was writing this review, KUB 56, prepared by H. Klengel, 
arrived. This shows how quickly the publication of 
Bogazköy texts moves forward. 
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